Shopping at Heritage Gift Shop Supports Local History, Local Arts, Local Crafts, and Local Business

By Davin Wait

Though we’ve moved past Black Friday and Small Business Saturday, December is the month of giving (and shopping) for many. In fact, 8 of the busiest 10 shopping days of the year occur in this final month. That’s why we’re hoping many of you will make a stop at the Heritage Gift Shop here at the Hjemkomst Center as you shop for friends and family this holiday season.

Fortunately, your purchase at the Heritage Gift Shop does a lot of good in our community. First and foremost, you’re helping support us. On average, gift shop sales constitute about 10% of our annual income. Second, your purchase supports the local artists, craftspeople, and writers who typically source our inventory, like local novelist Gerald Anderson, Lake Park pine and raffia weaver Judith Kohout, Harwood woodcarver Kurt Anderson, Fargo clockmakers Mark and Dave Schultz, and Minnesota birch weaver Joy Parker.

Third, we just received some great new materials, including prints and proofs of Jon Crane’s A Dream Fulfilled, Amy Sharpe’s Charles Beck: The Nature of an Artist, and a treasure trove of books and prints featuring the art and history of The Saint John’s Bible.
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Greetings All,

The blessings of another holiday season are upon us and I can’t help but reflect on our community and the people we interact with daily. The holidays also bring a promise of rekindled relationships with family and friends alike. I must start working on our Christmas cards and I wish you all smooth sailing as many of you will be doing the same.

In the halls of HCSCC our staff is winding up another very successful Pangea. We were thrilled to enjoy great support from not only the community but from our rich international connections to the Valley.

We continue to prepare for such ground breaking events like our upcoming exhibit War, Flu, & Fear: World War I & Clay County, which will run from March 13, 2018, to January, 2020.

Another date that is on many of our minds is December 31 of this year. On that date Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible will leave us. Parts of it will be placed in dark seclusion for the next few years and others will embark on a global tour. Those of you that took the opportunity during Pangea, or made your way to the Hjemkomst Center just to take in this amazing exhibition, can attest this is truly a once-in-a-lifetime event.

As we conclude 2017 and look back at the past 12 months, I am continually reminded how blessed I am with health, family, friends and fishing buddies. Please take time to cherish those around us and, in the immortal words of Irving Berlin, take time to Count Your Blessings.

As always, I thank you for your support.

~ John Dobmeier, HCSCC Board President
New Year’s Eve Closing Reception for The Saint John’s Bible

A closing reception for our major exhibition of the year, *Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible*, is scheduled for **Sunday, December 31**, from 2:00PM to 4:00PM. Light refreshments will be provided and the reception is open to the public, but admission will apply. HCSCC members receive free admission.

Viking Ship Park Sleigh Rides

In partnership with Moorhead Parks and Rec, we’ll be selling cookies, cocoa, and coffee at the Rex Cafe during “Sleigh Rides in Viking Ship Park” this December. Sleigh ride tickets are $4 and riders will receive discounted admission to the museum. Tickets will be sold at the door: first-come, first-served.

Sleigh ride dates and times are 1:00PM to 4:00PM from **Tuesday, December 26**, to **Friday, December 29**.

*War, Flu, & Fear: World War I and Clay County Set to Open March 13*

Years of gathering artifacts and archival research are nearing completion as we begin to design and build our new local exhibition, *War, Flu, & Fear: World War I and Clay County*. The exhibition will open for its two-year run in Heritage Hall this spring and we’ve set the opening reception for **Tuesday, March 13**.

Mark your calendars to celebrate our new exhibition as we immerse ourselves in the trying years of the local front during the Great War that became World War I.

*Pangea – Cultivate Our Cultures Draws Big Crowd on November 18*

Our 23rd annual celebration of our community’s tremendous diversity brought a big crowd on Saturday, November 18. More than 1,750 people joined us for a day of delicious food, great music, and a museum full of vendors, artists, and free HCSCC exhibitions. The day capped a record-setting year for our festivals, and preparations are already in full swing for our coming 2018 season, beginning with Scandinavian Hjemkomst and Midwest Viking Festival, held this year on **Friday, June 22**, and **Saturday, June 23**. Skål!

*Christmas Traditions Talk*

On **Saturday, December 16**, from 3:00PM to 4:00PM, HCSCC Programming Director and resident demonic satyr Markus Krueger reprises his role as Krampus to lead members and visitors on a lighthearted tour of holiday tradition history, from Saint Nicholas to Santa Lucia to the feisty Tomtens of the North.

The presentation is included with regular museum admission (HCSCC members free).

*Rok Day in the Atrium*

On **Saturday, January 6**, from 10:00AM to 2:00PM, members of the Northern Prairie Fiber Artists will be bringing their wheels, spindles, bobbin lace and other fiber projects to the Hjemkomst Center atrium to celebrate Rok, or St. Distaff’s, Day. This pre-industrial custom called for women to return to work after the 12 days of Christmas (before men were to return on Plough Monday). Interestingly, St. Distaff doesn’t exist and the day was often marked by more play than work.

*Narrative 4 at the Comstock House*

The Concordia College branch of Narrative 4 has received some international press this past year for its work connecting local citizens with different values, experiences, and beliefs. In fact, that’s just what the international non-profit’s mission is, building “a community of empathic global citizens who improve the world through the exchange of personal narratives.” On **Tuesday, February 13**, at 6:30PM, we’ll be hosting Concordia student Sabina Beck at the Comstock House to discuss the work her local chapter has done in our community and share with us how others can get involved with the project.

Admission is free and light refreshments will be provided; however, we will be taking a free-will donation to help support the great work they’re doing.

*New Calendar in The Hourglass*

This issue of your HCSCC newsletter (read in the finest homes) has a new feature for you to better make room for our increasing programming options. See page 19.
What a difference a year makes! As we end 2017 with a bang and no whimpers here, I reflect with special gratitude on what a particularly successful year your Historical and Cultural Society of Clay County has had. Many new members are reading their first newsletter with this issue; in fact, by the end of the calendar year, we will have almost 150 new members. That is an unprecedented 20% increase in memberships in one year. We are delighted to welcome you all aboard! Please make good use of your membership and come to the museum often.

We had a very good year for exhibitions, beginning with a National Endowment for the Humanities traveling exhibition called The Power of Children: Making a Difference, reminding us that ordinary children like Ryan White, Anne Frank, and Ruby Bridges can change the world; a wonderful display celebrating 125 years of Concordia College history and heritage; Quilt National ’15, a juried collection of international fiber artists; and finally Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible. As I write this, we are enjoying record numbers of visitors to this amazingly beautiful and moving art display. In-house exhibitions included Wet and Dry: Alcohol and Clay County 1872-1937; Red River Masters: The Birth of the Fargo-Moorhead Art Scene (up until the Celtic Festival in March); and numerous delightful hall case exhibits of artifacts and art. The FM Visual Artists and the Red River Watercolor Society again held their annual exhibitions here as well. The FM Visual Artists also held their annual constraint show at the Comstock House. Please remember that exhibits change regularly here at the museum. Visit frequently!

Events throughout 2017 were also more prolific. Early on, we had several evening events involving Foods of the Bible to introduce donors and other interested persons to the project; parlor talks and concerts continued throughout the year at Comstock House featuring college students and local professionals. Markus Krueger repeated his popular History on Tap lecture series at Junkyard Brewery in the spring, and we partnered with the Red River Finns to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Finland’s independence with a Sauna Festival in the parking lot. Our annual meeting of the membership in May celebrated The Tree Top Revisited with a glimpse back at a favorite Moorhead restaurant that many remembered fondly. The Scandinavian Hjemkomst Festival in June featured Norway and Midwest Viking Festival featured Viking cooking, while yoga classes on the Comstock House lawn rounded out a busy summer tourist season. The Hiram M. and Ada M. Drache Lecture Series, featuring local college scholarship, was launched at the Comstock House this fall, and German Kulturfest was celebrated. The Saint John’s Bible opening reception was a big hit at the museum, and horror films invaded Comstock House.

As the year winds down, programming focuses on engaging the public in Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible and learning about Victorian Christmas customs at the Comstock House. Nary a month goes by without something fun happening at your HCSCC (And where else can one use “nary” in a sentence?). Happiest of holiday seasons to you and yours from the staff and volunteers at HCSCC!

-MKJ

Want to Donate to HCSCC’s Collections or Archives?

Contact Senior Archivist Mark Peihl or Collections Manager Lisa Vedaa. If you can’t meet them at the museum, they can answer your questions — and sometimes they can come take a look themselves.

Consider the Gift of Membership

Are you a member of the Historical and Cultural Society of Clay County? Do you have family or friends who might be interested? Sign up or renew your membership today! We have several membership levels to choose from:

- Basic (Individual) – $40
- Basic+ (Household) – $60
- Booster – $85
- Patron – $125
- Heritage – $250
- Benefactor – $500

To sign up or to learn more about what each membership level offers, visit our website (www.hcscconline.org) and click on the “Join, Support, Shop” tab at the top menu or give us a call: (218) 299-5511.
Exhibits & Events at HCSCC

**Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible**
4th Floor Gallery (through December 31)

The largest art exhibition in our history features 68 original folios from the project born in Minnesota’s Saint John’s University and Abbey and created by an international community of artists, scribes, designers, historians, and theologians: The Saint John’s Bible. This monument of Minnesota art is the first illuminated and handwritten Bible commissioned by a Benedictine monastery in 500 years and we’re excited to join the ranks of some of the most prestigious art institutions in the world in hosting it in our gallery, along with rare books, tools, sketches, materials, and didactic panels.

The Saint John’s Bible combined centuries-old traditions of artistry and craftsmanship with the latest capabilities of digital communication and design. The words are handwritten on calf skin vellum using hand-cut quills and ancient inks, and the folios measure 2ft by 3ft when opened, weighing 30 to 40 pounds each.

The Saint John’s Bible was created as a gift for the new millennium and directed to a modern community of many faiths and beliefs.

We’ve already been amazed at the community’s turnout for these original pages and we’re hopeful that you’ll make time to see them for the first time or the next time this December. We still have a busy month of programming scheduled for the exhibition’s final stretch, all culminating in our closing New Year’s Eve reception on Sunday, December 31, at 2:00PM.

**Red River Masters: The Birth of the Fargo-Moorhead Art Scene**
Heritage Hall (through March 4, 2018)

Co-curated by HCSCC Programming Director Markus Krueger and The Rourke Art Gallery’s Jonathan Rutter, Red River Masters offers a retrospective of our region’s art masters, including the gorgeous work of Jim O’Rourke, Orabel Thortvedt, Charles Beck, Cyrus Running, and Erik Ahlberg (as well as several more).

Join us to explore Fargo-Moorhead’s first frontier painters, tri-college art departments, and art galleries.

**Focus on the Process: The Art, History, and Science of Photographic Printing**
4th Floor Gallery (January 8 - April 10, 2018)

Supported in part by the Lake Region Arts Council through a Minnesota State Legislative appropriation and The Arts Partnership through an Individual Arts Partner grant, Dr. Ken Andersen and intern Louis Zurn’s fascinating photography exhibition set attendance records when it opened at the Hjemkomst Center last winter. Now this History + Art (+ Science) exhibition is back in our 4th Floor Gallery following Illuminating the Word: The Saint John’s Bible.

Showcasing a collection of photographs using historical and alternative printing processes and juxtaposing both Andersen and Zurn’s stunning images with photograph and narrative panels documenting and describing the history and scientific process of each method, Focus On the Process: The Art, History, and Science of Photographic Printing offers a crash course on this medium that you won’t want to miss.

**Wet & Dry: Alcohol in Clay County, 1871-1937**
Heritage Hall (extended through February 6, 2018)

One of the most popular local exhibitions in the history of the Hjemkomst Center, Wet & Dry, Alcohol in Clay County, 1871-1937 has been extended one more month as we prepare to replace it in Heritage Hall with our exploration of local life during the Great War in War, Flu, & Fear: World War I and Clay County.

Make use of this added opportunity to introduce or reacquaint yourself with the stories of gunfighter Dan “Slim Jim” Shumway, young railroad laborer Solomon Comstock, and Jake Schumacher: just a few of the main characters in our study of the pervasive role of booze and brewing in a small Minnesota county that grew up on the edges of the Northern Pacific Railroad and dry Dakota territory. This exhibition features the real rum runners, blind pigs, bootleggers, moonshiners, Temperance debates, gangs, and bank robberies of Clay County that marked this place as a center for sin in the Northern Plains.

*Be sure to check out Prairie Public’s new documentary featuring our research and historians, Wet vs. Dry, too.*
We've titled our next exhibition, *War, Flu, and Fear: World War 1 and Clay County*. It’s set to open in March and we gave the title some thought. The war part is pretty obvious. The 1918 Spanish Influenza epidemic, coincident with the war, killed over 170 county residents and millions around the world. Both of these topics provided plenty of reasons to be afraid. But World War 1 was marked by another type of fear, more insidious and dangerous. US citizens came to fear and distrust each other. The war marked a very dark time for American civil liberties.

As was the case in the Second World War, America entered WW1 late. In summer 1914, the assassination of an Austrian noble triggered a series of events that quickly plunged the European continent into bloody conflict, pitting Germany and Austria against the Allies: England, France and Russia. News coverage of horrific casualties shocked Americans. Few wanted the US to become involved in the distant blood bath.

That was especially true here in the upper Midwest, where isolationism has a long tradition. Many authorities suggest this is due in part to the region’s Scandinavian and German heritage. One of my college professors, Robert Wilkins, concluded in his Ph.D. dissertation that the area’s history of agrarian radicalism was a more likely cause.

It wasn’t easy being a Midwest farmer in the late-19th century. An unforgiving climate and geographic isolation left him with little control over his fortunes. Farmers were dependent on banks for money to buy land, machinery, and seed; grain elevators to purchase their crops; and railroads to get them to distant markets. Those interests were mostly found in Minneapolis and the East, and they were not shy about using their influence to gain economic advantage, often at the expense of the farmers who then blamed these powerful forces for their problems and sought relief through political action.

In the 1870s, a national farmers’ organization, The Grange, had some judicial success establishing the legal basis for state regulation of railroads and elevators. In the 1880s, farmers organized the Farmers’ Alliance to elect Minnesota legislators friendly to farmers’ interests, and Clay County was a hotbed of Alliance activity. The group had some success including giving the Minnesota State Railroad and Warehouse Commission some limited authority. In the 1890s, farmers supported the Populist Party.
which pushed for more reforms.

In North Dakota in the teens, farmers organized the Non-Partisan League. The NPL backed candidates, regardless of party affiliation, who shared their overtly socialist agenda, including public ownership of banks, railroads, and flour mills. In 1916, the NPL took control of the ND Legislature and started organizing in northwest Minnesota. They found strong support just across the river in Clay County.

It wasn’t much of a stretch for NPL supporters to see the war as yet another way for the eastern moneyed interests to make a profit at farmers’ expense. Most interventionist sentiment was found in the eastern US, where pro-Allied economic and cultural interests were strongest. Eastern industrialists supported American participation: German submarines were sinking American ships, owned and manned by easterners, carrying war material to the Allies.

The war was also a long way from the Red River Valley. Though we don’t have polling figures for local attitudes toward the war, we’ve read through each of the seven newspapers published in Clay County during the war years and found no editorial stomach for intervention. Leading up to US entry, all of the papers were either overtly anti-interventionist or neutral on the subject. Letters to the editor reveal no inclination to intervene. Most county residents likely held similar attitudes.

In Europe the war ground on for two-and-a-half brutal, unproductive years. By early 1917, Germany was desperate. The German military announced the resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare. Their submarines would sink any ship, allied or neutral, in British waters without warning. The German High Command knew this would likely bring America into the war, but they hoped that the tactic, combined with a series of major offensives in the spring, would beat and starve Britain into submission before the Americans could raise and equip an army.

Americans in the East were outraged. This, combined with a ham-handed German attempt to induce Mexico to go to war with the US, pushed President Woodrow Wilson over the edge. On April 6, 1917, Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war on Germany. In his speech, he spelled out the reasons for going to war. They did not include desire for wealth, power, empire, or prestige. The US would fight for principals, to safeguard democracy, human decency and civilization itself. The US would fight a “war to end all wars.”

However, Wilson knew that would be a tough sell to the American people, so he hired a brilliant publicist, George Creel, to convince them to support the war. Creel and Wilson both believed that 100% support for the war was not enough. Americans had to back the war effort 150% lest they be considered slackers, pro-German or even traitorous. Creel’s Committee on Public Information became a powerful propaganda machine. He used modern advertising techniques to convince Americans of the righteousness of their cause, the savagery of the Germans and their duty to obey the government; he was remarkably successful.

Wilson was a Progressive who believed government actions could solve the country’s problems. He had an authoritarian streak and felt it proper and vital to
compel the American public, by force if necessary, to support the war. He needed, and got, powerful tools to suppress dissent. The 1917 Espionage Act outlawed any deed that might be helpful to the enemy. The courts interpreted this broadly to include speech even mildly critical of the draft or other government activities. The 1918 Sedition Act barred any speech that might insult the US government. The courts convicted over 800 Americans under the Sedition Act.

In Minnesota, the situation was particularly harsh. In April 1917, the Legislature established the Minnesota Commission of Public Safety (MCPS). This eight-man, governor-appointed board had the power to do anything not specifically barred by the US or state constitutions to further the war effort. It issued orders that had the force of laws. It could (and did) remove elected officials for almost any reason and it had the power to subpoena witnesses and compel testimony. It developed its own secret investigative force. Meant, ostensibly, to assist the federal government in carrying out its programs locally, the Commission soon came to represent the state’s business interests and to root out and suppress any dissent or threat to those interests. The Commission outlawed labor union organizing, banned teaching the German language in schools, and declared the Non-Partisan League “disloyal.”

This combination of a hard-sell campaign and government repression created a profound shift in Americans’ psyche. In his excellent MSUM master’s thesis, Intolerance and Conformity: The Fargo Moorhead Area in the First World War,” Joel Watne writes a “hysterical caricature of patriotism gripped the country.” Even in this part of the country, many people bought into the idea that anyone who expressed even mild skepticism about the war effort could be a dangerous pro-German.

Suspicion fell especially on aliens. The US government registered all Germans in the country. The MCPS went a step further and registered ALL aliens in Minnesota, including those loyal to our allies: Britain, Canada, and France. Aliens filled out four-page forms asking 35 intrusive questions about the amount and location of any real or personal property, stocks and bonds, and safety deposit boxes. Presumably, the MCPS was prepared to seize this, should it become “necessary.”

(We have copies of the completed questionnaires. They can be a gold mine for genealogists. One of the respondents was Ethyl McDonald, a 27-year-old Canadian who had lived in Hawley for 15 years. When asked why she had not applied for US citizenship, she replied she “would if women had equal suffrage.”)

Newspaper editorial stances changed quickly. The previously neutral Hawley Clay County Herald became a rabidly hyper-patriotic organ, supporting a plan to replace civil courts with military tribunals and the death penalty for “spies.” Shortly before the US entered war, the Barnesville Headlight editor wrote, “Let us imagine the United States in war... Yes, let us imagine it, but for heaven’s sake, nothing else.” Soon after the declaration, the Headlight was printing paranoid stories about German sympathizers shipping “poisonous beans” into Minnesota and the Dakotas and spreading leprosy and tuberculosis. Local papers published breathless stories about plots to poison the Moorhead and Ulen water supplies. A “bomb” reportedly found at the Dilworth railroad yards turned out to be a railroad flare.

Minnesota passed its own version of the Sedition Act. In other parts of the state, folks wound up in jail for fairly innocuous statements. Watne was able to find only one sedition case in Clay County: in March, 1918, Sheriff Dan McDonald arrested Viding Township farmhand Frank Lang for saying, “This is a rich man’s war and can be stopped any time they want it stopped.” Witnesses failed to appear and the case was dismissed.

More common were vigilante style beatings of those expressing unpopular views. In June, 1918, Charles Wingate of Hawley disparaged Governor J. A. Burnquist. He was beaten, charged with disturbing the peace, and fined $100. In another typical case, the Hawley Clay County Herald reported that a Northern Pacific Railway passenger near Dilworth criticized the government and got “the worst drubbing he had had in years.” The Herald opined, “Better be a little careful what you say about our government...the country is far better off without the Pro-Germans and the sooner it is found out the better.” The Herald also said this about beating up “disloyalists”: “The cure is rough in many cases but after reasonable argument fails... [To] bring about a change of heart, the drastic method ... is the only recourse left.”

The Non-Partisan League was one of the MCPS’ major targets. Though they did not outlaw the organization
outright, the MCPS made it clear that they would not object to local authorities’ attempts to silence the group. Some counties, like Becker, banned the NPL from holding meetings. In more NPL-friendly Clay County, cooler heads prevailed. By November, 1917, the NPL claimed nearly 1400 members in Clay County (there were about 1700 farmers in the county at the time.) Barnesville Mayor N. B. Hanson wrote to the MCPS’ local arm, the Clay County Public Safety Association, that Barnesville NPLers were planning a speech that month by national leader A. C. Townley. Hanson wrote, “It is clear that nearly every farmer in the County is or will at some time be affiliated with this League, and I do not believe the right of assembly or free speech should be cut off… [unless Townley makes] treasonable and seditious remarks,” and asked for advice. The County Association decided not to stop the NPL from meeting but they sent stenographers to take down verbatim what Townley and others said. NPL held meetings in Clay County throughout the war.

Government coercion was more evident in the sale of bonds. The US paid for two-thirds of the cost of the war through bond sales. US Treasury Secretary William McAdoo wanted average Americans to support the war effort directly by loaning the government the money it needed for guns and bullets. There were four separate “Liberty Loan” drives and a single, post-war Victory Loan appeal. States and counties were apportioned an amount each were expected to raise in each drive. The bonds paid between 3 ½ and 4½ percent interest.

After an anemic first bond sale, the Treasury stepped up efforts for subsequent issues. Bond buying was supposed to be voluntary, but pressure could be high. The Clay County Bankers’ Association went through each resident’s accounts and determined how much each individual could afford. Volunteer committees visited residents’ homes to get them to pay up. Watne describes incidents in other parts of the country where the government coerced reluctant bond buyers to hand over their money but writes, “There seems to have been very little, if any, trouble with such ‘traitors’ in the Fargo-Moorhead area.” Our research suggests this might be evidence that coercion worked.

Moland Township farmer Levi Thortvedt kept a detailed daily journal throughout the war. He was an NPL member and outspoken in his opposition to the war. In October, 1917, during the second bond drive, solicitors told him he had to buy a $50 bond. Levi refused and then he was told to put his reason in writing. He claimed it was because the federal government had just capped the price of wheat at $2.15 per bushel when the market price was much higher, a common complaint among NPLers. They apparently put pressure on Thortvedt. Two days later, he wrote, “at bank bought U.S. Liberty Bond $50.00.”

There were a number of ways coercion could be applied. Bankers could threaten to deny the regular loans some farmers needed to get their crops in. The Hawley Clay County Herald published the names of bond buyers and the amount purchased. Those not on the list could be considered “disloyal.” The Moorhead Daily News reported that the Clay County Public Safety Association had served “subpoenas” on county residents who had refused to buy bonds and hauled them into court to “make explanation to the Executive Committee.” There was no legal justification for these actions, but it was undoubtedly intimidating. The News indicated several “delinquents” paid up.

In May, 1918, during the third drive, Hilman Nelson of Moland Township, working on a farm near Halstad, wrote to his mother, “I have bought a Liberty Bond that cost $150. We all had to buy. They said as long as you are working for a man’s wages you had to buy or they would get the government after you.”

The third bond solicitors told Levi Thortvedt that he had to buy a $500 bond. This higher demand was in apparent retaliation for his earlier refusal. Levi had had a bad crop the year before and was in tough financial shape. He couldn’t afford the bond, but wrote, “but I can’t help it.” Levi had to borrow $475 from First National Bank in Fargo to pay for it.

Five hundred dollars was a lot of money 100 years ago. It could buy you a brand new Ford Model T or ten acres of great farmland. Recently we received access to letter books from the now defunct First National Bank of Barnesville for the war years. The outgoing correspondence from the bank President and Cashier show that these two men, arguably among the wealthiest in town, were also expected to buy $500 in bonds. One letter recounts a Clay County Bankers’ Association meeting at which the bankers decided to loan money at 7% to those who could not afford to buy bonds. The records reveal many instances of people borrowing at 7% to buy a bond paying about 4%. Many other folks bought the bonds (presumably to stay out
of trouble) then quickly resold the bonds at a loss. In October, 1918, the fourth bond sale solicitors told Levi he had to cough up for a $1000 bond. Fortunately Thortvedt had a good potato crop that year and only had to borrow another $500.

German aliens living in Clay County suffered some ugly treatment at the hands of their neighbors, too. Hawley, in particular, was a hotbed of anti-German activities. It pains me to say this. Hawley is a great community, with lots of lovely people, but it was the scene of some nasty mob activity 100 years ago. In January, 1918, a group of men broke into George Peters' home while the family was out. German-born Peters had lived in the US since 1879 and had a son in the US Army, but he had a picture of German Kaiser Wilhelm on his wall. The crowd burned it in the street. Peters' identified the perpetrators and tried to have them arrested but the County Attorney, at the suggestion of the Attorney General, refused to prosecute.

Later that month two Hawley businessmen wrote letters to the MCPS and the County Association warning that a meeting of Germans was to be held at the farm of immigrant Adolph Schmidt. One also reported a Liberty Loan slacker and a neighbor who criticized Red Cross volunteer work. He wrote, “Send federal officer to me and I will give all information I can.” Clay County Association Director H. A. Roberts phoned Schmidt and ordered him to a meeting in Moorhead. There Schmidt denied any meeting was planned and swore his allegiance to the US government.

In March, another group of about 25 broke into the Hawley High School in the middle of the night, removed German language books from the library, and burned them in a bonfire. Then they went to the home of Hawley butcher Matt Steuermann, roughed him up, dragged him into the street, made him kneel and kiss the flag and give three cheers for President Wilson. Afterward they painted a yellow iron cross on a potato warehouse owned by another German immigrant. The Hawley Clay County Herald editorialized that making a “Pro-German” kneel and kiss the flag was “an insult to the stars and stripes... Far better it would be to give [the] person... a long prison term at hard labor, and besides, confiscate the property he holds in this country.”

In 1919, after the war's end, Hawley built a new high school. The school district tore down the building in 1998 and opened a time capsule sealed in the cornerstone. It contained a German-language library book that had escaped the bonfire wrapped in chain with a small plaster human skull attached and a five-page explanatory letter. The letter read, in part, “October 9, 1919... The book bound with the chain is symbolical of the condition of Germany before the American boys left France. May she ever remain thus. The death's head is symbolical of the study of German in our High School and other High Schools of Minnesota. It has been the language of an unworthy nation and from now on shall be considered DEAD.”

Over 1000 young Clay County men served bravely in the First World War. Over 65 of them died in service. Their sacrifice deserves to be remembered and honored. But it would be wrong to ignore the American public’s excesses during the war.

Let's learn from their mistakes.
End-of-Year Giving  

By Maureen Kelly Jonason

The benefits of charitable giving are familiar: tax relief, stress relief, warm feelings of satisfaction, and, of course, financial support for a cause you appreciate. If you itemize your deductions at tax time, all of those small and large donations you give to charities like HCSCC all year long can considerably reduce the taxes you pay, too.

Many of our supporters prefer to give generously at the end of each year. Thanksgiving brings to mind how much we all have here in the US compared to some other parts of the world, and we find ourselves particularly grateful and wanting to share that gratitude. Just taking out the check book or credit card to assist the local non-profits in their work produces endorphins and maybe even a positive increase in heart rate.

Best of all may be picturing HCSCC staff as we open all of those envelopes at the end of the year, knowing that every dollar helps us do what we do better, with that much less stress and with that much more encouragement. We also greatly appreciate all of the brief notes of good cheer that come with the donations. Everyone benefits from all of these ways of recognizing that what we do is indeed important for the community.

Thank you, thank you, thank you for all your support!

To support our work at the Historical and Cultural Society of Clay County with an online donation, go to our website (www.hcscconline.org) and search for our ‘Donate” button. Alternatively, go to our current fundraising site at www.impactgiveback.org, type in our name in the search bar, and make a donation there.

Checks made out to HCSCC and sent to us at 202 1st Avenue North, Moorhead, MN 56560-1985 or a donation card with your credit card information on it sent to the same address will also work just fine.

If you have any questions about those options, please let us know; and thank you again for giving!

WAR, FLU, & FEAR

World War I and Clay County

Join Us for the Opening Reception
Tuesday, March 13, 5:00-8:00PM
HCSCC Current Membership

As of November 15, 2017, the following people are members in good standing. If you do not see your name here, please call and let us know, as we may have made a mistake OR you may have forgotten to renew! Please note that members who joined HCSCC after November 15, 2017, will be listed in the December, 2018, newsletter. Thanks for your support!

HCSCC Life Members

Myron D. Anderson and Susan Duffy
James Andvik
Doug and Sally Asp
Roger Asp
Steve and Vicki Bremer
Pamela Burkhardt
Dacotah Paper Co.
Myron Anderson and Susan Duffy
Jon D. and Phyllis L. Evert
Barbara Glasrud
Don Guida
Lynn and Rae Halmrast

Elizabeth Hannaher
Vegard Heide
Paul and Therese Hesse
Mark and Mary Hilde
Mr. Bjorn Holtet
Willis and LaVerne Kingsbury
Patricia Korsmo
Marg Kuenn
Debra and Eric Mohr
Dennis Morken
Kathie Murphy
Mikkel and Barbara Pates
Beva and Guy Paulson
Lloyd and Bev Paulson
Ronald Ramsay & Peter Vandervort
Dr. David Rostad
Lola Ruff
Deborah S. Seitz
Dr. Kenneth Skjegstad
Dan and Sandy Skolness
Warren Smerud
Jeff and Deirdre Solum
Edgar and Virginia Wright

HCSCC Benefactor Members

*Be More Colorful

HCSCC Patron Members

Yvonne C. Condell
Karen R. Erickson
Fargo Moorhead Chamber
*Ren and Judy Fuglestad
Georgetown Farmers Elevators
Dennis and Sandy Herbranson
Pat Hinze and Howard Anderson
Neil and Nancy Jordheim

Korsmo Funeral Service
Gloria and David Lee
Marj Matthees
Malcolm and Hilary Rae McKenzie
Bob and Helen Olson
*Lars and Joanne Reierosn
Donna M. Richards
Karol Kay and J. Neil Rood
Ron and Jane Salber
Davis A. Scott
Sellin Brothers, Inc.
Township of Eglon
*Vocational Training Center
Al and Char Zaske
Zenas Baer Law Office

HCSCC Heritage Members

Courtney Abel
Roger and Betty Anda
Verlyn and Evonne Anderson
Bill and Evaughn Anderson
John and Kim Baird
Les Bakke and Bev Lake
Ken and Jan Bauer
Russ and Lois Bekkerus
Julie Blehm
Meredith Bloomquist
Jane Borland
*Thomas & Janet Brandau
Jerry O. and June V. Brantner
Cahill Law Office, P. A.
Patrick Colliton

Mary Dahl
Bob and Virginia Dambach
John and Terry Dobmeier
Paul and Mardeth Dovre
Pauline and George Economon
Paul Eidbo
Rev. Clay and Sue Ellingson
John and Audrey Elton
Carroll and Jo Engelhardt
Vijay and Anu Gaba
Robert Gerke and Darlene Fisher
Tom and Mary Hannaher
Hanson Photography Inc.
Marcia Hardy
James and Mary Hastings
Holly Heitkamp
Emily Houglum
Arland and Willy Jacobson
*Craig and Laurel Johnson
Gail and James Jordahl
Ineke Justitz
Audrey and Richard Kloubec
Richard and Sharon Krabbenhoft
Keith and Lorraine Langseth
Morrie and Ruthie Lanning
John and Patricia Lindholm
Richard McMurray
Katherine Mentjes
Mickelson Body Shop, Inc.
Jan and Larry Nelson
Jim and Jan Ness
Michelle and Bill Nielsen
Marc and Shirley Nokken
Robert and JoAnn Nyquist
Donna Olson
Naomi Paasch
Joyce and Tom Pettinger
Gene and Karen Prim
Lyle and Joan Rich
*Mark and Kia Richard
Kathy and Larry Richards
*Muriel and Joe Richardson
Paul and Julie Rokke
John Rowell and Claudia Murphy
Kelly and Enrico Sassi
Jim and Sandy Christopherson
Jim Danielson
Marv and Clare Degerness
Mike and Dianne Fillmore
Mary Ann French
Esther Garrity
John and Nadine Glas
*Brian and Jodi Graftaas
Lloyd Gunderson
Mike and Shawn Hagstrom
Neil and Polly Hanson
Paul Harris and LuAnn Hagel
Steve and Lucia Schroeder
Warren and Roberta Shreve
*Steve and Christine Sopko
Jennifer and Brock Stenberg
Robert G. and Georgiann Stenerson
Erma Stordahl
Olin Storvick
Lois Stoutenburg
Frank Svezia
Roland and Mary Swanson
Liza and Paul Swedberg
Brian and Jennifer Tjaden
Township of Alliance
Township of Georgetown
Township of Keene
Township of Parke
Vincent and Shirley Haugen
Joel and Debra Haugen
Maynard and Pat Hemmah
Richard and Roberta Henderson
Janemarie Hennen
*David Horvath
Loren and Londa Ingebretsen
Dolores M. and Curtis Johnson
Ken and Jeanette Just
*Elwyn and Diane Krogh
Helen Lamson
Marlene and Ray Larsen
*Michael Lochow
Larry MacLeod
John and Bess Manesis
Tom and Monica Millette
*Dan and Laurie Murphy
Township of Skree
Township of Spring Prairie
Janet Traaseth
Valley Premier Bank
Chris and Ellen Velline
Vikingland Kiwanis Moorhead
Mark Voxland
Sam and Coralie Wai
Jim and Nellie Walker
Marrion Walsh
Sherry and Tom Watt
Tom and Diane Wray Williams
Eldon Wollmann
Wright Funeral Home
Carol Zielinski
Linda and Charlie Axness
Gary and Rose Bergan
Morton and Jan Brendemuhl
*Deborah Carlson
Jim and Sandy Christopherson
Jim Danielson
Marv and Clare Degerness
Mike and Dianne Fillmore
Mary Ann French
Esther Garrity
John and Nadine Glas
*Brian and Jodi Graftaas
Lloyd Gunderson
Mike and Shawn Hagstrom
Neil and Polly Hanson
Paul Harris and LuAnn Hagel
Steve and Lucia Schroeder
Warren and Roberta Shreve
*Steve and Christine Sopko
Jennifer and Brock Stenberg
Robert G. and Georgiann Stenerson
Erma Stordahl
Olin Storvick
Lois Stoutenburg
Frank Svezia
Roland and Mary Swanson
Liza and Paul Swedberg
Brian and Jennifer Tjaden
Township of Alliance
Township of Georgetown
Township of Keene
Township of Parke
Vincent and Shirley Haugen
Joel and Debra Haugen
Maynard and Pat Hemmah
Richard and Roberta Henderson
Janemarie Hennen
*David Horvath
Loren and Londa Ingebretsen
Dolores M. and Curtis Johnson
Ken and Jeanette Just
*Elwyn and Diane Krogh
Helen Lamson
Marlene and Ray Larsen
*Michael Lochow
Larry MacLeod
John and Bess Manesis
Tom and Monica Millette
*Dan and Laurie Murphy
Township of Skree
Township of Spring Prairie
Janet Traaseth
Valley Premier Bank
Chris and Ellen Velline
Vikingland Kiwanis Moorhead
Mark Voxland
Sam and Coralie Wai
Jim and Nellie Walker
Marrion Walsh
Sherry and Tom Watt
Tom and Diane Wray Williams
Eldon Wollmann
Wright Funeral Home
Carol Zielinski
Ann Murphy
*Northwestern Bank
Anne Olsgaard
*Heidi and David Olson
John D. Peterson
James Powers
*Jeffery Quam and Rebecca Smith
Daniel and Julie Rosenfeldt
Homer and Esther Saetre
Jon Solinger and Barbara Honer
Stenerson Lumber
Richard Stern and Nancy Torson
Ronnie and Donna Tang
Township of Morken
Don and Dianne Westrum
Bibb and Fred Wosick
HCSCC Basic & Basic+ Members
Pam and Dean Aakre
Candace M Allen
Allen County Public Library
Rose and Donald Andersen
*Karen Anderson
Amy Anderson and Eric Bailly
Jacqueline Anderson
Mark Anderson
Olive Andvik
Audrey Angstman
Col. Milton Arneson & Debra Parks
*David & Mary Arnhold
Rolaine Askegaard
*Charlie and Sharon Bacon
Mona C Badran
Eric Bailly and Amy Anderson
*Gary Ball-Kilbourne
Bonnie M. & Gerald Bandy
Maureen Batterberry
Jolene Beckman & Fred Sternhagen
Steve and Elaine Beitelspacher
Delores Bekkerus
Robert and Dorothy Belsly
*Carol E Bender
John and Cindy Benson
Sharon Benzel
Eric and Erika Berg
James Bergman
Yvonne Bethke
Alden Bevre
Sherry Biltz
Tania L. Blanich
Michael Blasgen
*Danny and Angela Blomquist
Mitch Bloms
Phyllis Boatman
J. D. Bohlman
Regina Bohnet
Ann Braaten
Lynn and Dee Brakke
Jeff and Pamela Brandon
Eleanor Brandt
Einar Bredeson
Wayne and Diane Brendemuhl
Warren and Marie Brendemuhl
Dennis R. and Kathy S. Bresee
Tammy Bulger
Verona V. Burbeck
Ardell Buth
John Butze
Gloria Bylund
*Bob and Doris Callahan
Janet Carlsen
Donna Chalimonczyk
Mark Chalimonczyk
Mark Chekola
Alison Christensen
Gene and Betty Christensen
 Eldon and Cleo Christenson
Nina Clark
Paul Collins
Lynda Colvin
*George and Virginia Connell
James and Eleanor Coomer
Marjorie Corner
Roz Corwin
Rick Crume
Reid and Susan Curtis
Joanne Dahl
*Jane and Dave Dahlgren
Deb Dawson
*Amber and Joshua Dean
Maurice E. Degrugillier
Bill DesSaint
Mary Ellen Diercks
Ione Diiro
Beth Dille
Jennette Dittman
John Docken and Cathy Lindquist
*Travis and Joan Helgeland
June Adele Dolva
Kit Domenico
Jean Doty
*Sarah Dotzenrod & Gavvin Reiher
Hiram and Ada Drache
Karen Dregseth
Trudy Dura
Virginia Duval
Verlene Dvoracek
*Jason and Nancy Eide
Jerome C. and Pamela M. Ekre
Arnold Ellingson
Verdie L. Ellingson
Mike and Pat Elton
Rodney Erickson
Eric Esponiza & Christopher Whitsel
Eventide on Eighth
*Jerry & Jane Feigum
Jesse Feigum
Betty J Fiemann
Harry and Phyllis Filafer
FM Extra Newspaper
James and Jerilyn Forde
Steven Frankl
Olen and Kerri Fairfield Freeman
Jane Fuchs
Wayne and Sandy Gjervold
Marjorie and John Gjevre
Glass Doctor of Fargo-Moorhead
Rosalie Goble
Kathleen and Maurice Godon
Sandra Gordon
Genevieve Goven
Joan Grefsrud
*Charles and Helen Grommeh
Jo Grondahl
*Dale & Sandra Gronhovd
Frank Gross
Ardis Haaland
Edwin Hafner
Ronald and Margaretha Hagemann
Tom Hall
Tom and Marie Hallett
*Patricia and Michael Hamann
Steve Handegaard
*Karla and Shawn Hanson
Clarence and Donna Hanson
*Rachel Hardy
Sarah Hardy
*Jared and Stefanie Hardy
Deb Harris
Mark and Gretchen Harvey
Elaine Hasleton
Pennie and Jerry Hatlestad
Alice Hauan
*Mark and Vicki Haugen
Mary Jane Haugen
Roger Haugen
Bryce Haugen
Laura Haugen-Christensen
*Fred and Judy Haugo
Lourdes and Carlos Hawley
Carole Lee Hays
Dorothy Heieie
Hollis Heimark and Ruth Wibe
Byron Heimark
Susan Rae and John Helgelend
*Darla Helgeson and Sean Reid
Kerry Helland
*Joyce and Allen Henderson
Larry Henning
Jessica M. Henry
Jerry and Linda Hermann
Emily Hilgers
Bob Hillier
Muriel J Hinman
Sharold Hipfner
Russell and Judy Hoffman
Irene Hogan
*Craig and Sandra Holmstrom
Katherine Hoylo & Brian Kartenson
Julie Hulne
*Kathy Hurst
*Stanley and Godela Iverson
Janice Jackson
Larry and Regina Jacobson
Charlotte Jacobson
Anna Marie Johnson
*Lynn and Reed Johnson
Joyce Johnson
Ivan and Janice Johnson
Chad Johnson and Nick Walberg
Jarred Johnson
Jennifer A. Johnson
Douglas Johnson
Andrew and Diane Johnson
Karen M Johnson
Martin and Maureen Kelly Jonason
Connie and Bob Jones
Maxine Kallander
Dee Dee Karls
Janet C Kaspari
Jim and Sharon Kemp
David and Marilyn Kerssen
John Kiefer
Sarah King
Richard and Justine Kingham
Merlin and Shirley Kirschenman
James and Dianne Kleinfelder
Carol and Merrill Knodle
*Mike and Jackie Knodle
Mary Knopfler
Judith Koehmstedt
John Kolness
Connie Kopp
Mary Sherman  
Terry Shoptaugh & Deborah Janzen  
Susan Sigurdson  
Jennifer Silverman  
Linda Slagter  
Linda (Kopp) Small  
Patrick Smith  
Louella Smith  
Chuck and Gert Solum  
*Pamela and Grant Sprague  
David Sprunger & Charlotte Siemens  
Betty Stadum  
Bertha Stangeland  
Barry and Renee Steen  
Jim Steen  
Dale Stensgaard  
*Chris and Anna Stenson  
Tia M Stenson  
John and Sherri Stern  
Rachel & Rick Stotts  
*Jon and Erin Strand  
Vanessa and Mark Strobel  
Donald and Rose-Mary Strom  
Curtis Stubstad  

*Nanette Sutherland  
Alvin Swanson  
Bob and Linda Swanson  
Alex Swanson  
*Steve and Darline Sween  
Bob and Cindy Swenson  
Diane Tweten Sylte  
Ken and Mary Tangen  
Wally and Sylvia Teigen  
*Karen and Johnny Thiele  
Arvid Thompson  
Phyllis Thysell  
*Melissa Tomlinson & Rachel Asleson  
*Aaron and Jen Topliff  
*Bob and Amanda Torres  
*Vaneta Truesdell  
Vicki Turner  
Jacqueline Ulstad  
Ardis Van Roey  
Bob and Judy Videen  
Rhoda and David Viker  
Ann Villanueva  
Betsy and Mark Vinz  

Esther Vollbrecht  
James D. Voytovich  
Nick Walberg and Chad Johnson  
Judith and Harvey Wallace  
Wendy Ward  
Kirk and Kathy Watt  
Robert and Susan Wefald  
Carla and Randall Wehler  
Ron and Loretta Welch  
Howard and Marcell Wergeland  
*Robert and Cary Wetzein  
Dale White  
Richard Wickie  
Wilkin County Historical Society  
Jane A Williams  
Carloyln S Williams-Foell  
Adele Wilson  
Phyllis and Donald Wirries  
Donna Woods  
Susan Woodstrom & Karen Helfand  
Halla Jean Wumpfheimer  
Ann and Patrick Zavoral  
William and Marlis Ziegler  
Janet and James Zinke

Come Celebrate!

Closing Reception for  
The Saint John’s Bible  

Sunday, December 31  
2:00PM - 4:00PM  
Hjemkomst Center  

3:00PM, Remarks  
& Remembrances  

Light refreshments  

Free admission to  
HCSCC members

Image Detail: Vision of the New Jerusalem, Donald Jackson, 2011, The Saint John's Bible, Saint John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota, USA.
Viking Connection: Year 1 in Review

By Tim Jorgenson

In November 2016 HCSCC began a new program focused entirely on the arts of Viking Age Scandinavia. The program, Viking Connection, invites artists in those fields to teach and tour in a 6-state Midwest region: MN, ND, SD, IA, WI, and Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. In addition, the program offers apprenticeship opportunities for residents of those areas to spend time overseas with master artists and develop a deeper, more comprehensive understanding of their art form. Upon their return to the US, these apprentices will embark on a series of workshops and presentations to share that knowledge. Lastly, the program is developing an online database of Viking Age artists accessible to anyone interested in learning about those arts and crafts (vikingconnection.org).

Viking Connection’s first year began with visiting culinary archaeologist, Daniel Serra, of Sweden. His book, An Early Meal – A Viking Age Cookbook & Culinary Odyssey, is known worldwide as the preeminent study for anyone with a serious interest in Viking Age Scandinavian foods and food preparation. Serra joined HCSCC for the annual Scandinavian Hjemkomst and Midwest Viking Festival, demonstrating cooking on the open fire, and offering indoor presentations in Heritage Theater. Serra’s visit also included stops at the American Swedish Institute in Minneapolis, where he taught a hands-on cooking course, and Concordia Language Villages near Bemidji, where students of the Swedish language worked with Daniel to cook a pig in the ground, resting on rocks heated in a fire and buried under soil.

Seattle-based Viking Age woodcarver, Jay Haavik, also offered his skillset to students and audiences in our region. In October, he taught a sold-out class at Vesterheim in Decorah, IA, where students spent three days learning how to carve common Viking Age motifs and styles. Jay is most noted in the Viking community for his carvings on the keel of the full-scale replica of Norway’s Oseberg ship. He gave daily presentations about that project and Viking Age ship-building at the 2017 Norsk Høstfest in Minot, North Dakota, at the end of September. Jay will return in March of 2018 to teach at North House Folk School in Grand Marais, MN, and we’re incredibly excited about him joining us for Scandinavian Hjemkomst and Midwest Viking Festival here on June 22 & 23.

Our first-year apprenticeship recipient, Doug Swenson, participated in a 10-day blacksmithing apprenticeship in Sweden with renowned Viking Age blacksmith, Götz Breitenbucher. Swenson has been a lifelong blacksmith, focusing more recently on 8-11th Century ironwork of Northern Europe. The apprenticeship broadened Swenson’s experience and understanding of sourcing iron, processing it, and forging it with the traditional double-bellows to create a variety of tools necessary for daily living, hunting, battle, and working at the forge. As part of the apprenticeship, Doug will embark on a series of demonstrations and classes in 2018. You can expect to see him in action at the 2018 Midwest Viking Festival on June 22 and 23.
Comstock Christmas Light Tours
As many modern Christmas traditions originated in the Victorian era, the Comstock House will be decorated with lights and Victorian ornaments all holiday season. Tours will shed some additional light on the Comstocks’ Christmas customs, as well as those of their Victorian contemporaries. At the end of the tour, guests can enjoy hot chocolate and Christmas cookies.

These tours will begin at 5:30PM, 7:00PM, and 8:30PM on Saturday December 2, 16, and 23. Each tour will be limited to 12 people, so guests are encouraged to register early, either online or by contacting HCSCC Director of Operations Matt Eidem at (218) 291-4211 or matt.eidem@hcsmuseum.org.

General admission for Comstock Christmas tours is $10 and admission is $5 for HCSCC/MNHS members.

Comstock House Game Night
On Wednesday, January 10, we’ll be enjoying two of the best games for historians, Trivial Pursuit and The Wikipedia Game, from 7:00–9:00PM. This will be a friendly competition at no cost (FREE admission) and light refreshments will be available at a small cost ($1 each for pop, bottled water, or snacks).

Drache Lectures
On, Wednesday, January 25, NDSU Public History student Kirby Sondreal discusses the role of public memorials in a painful episode in Minnesota history: a 1920 Duluth lynching and the 2003 monument erected in its memory (the first of its kind in the U.S.).


Both lectures begin at 6:30PM. General admission for each lecture is $5, but admission is free for HCSCC/ MNHS members and college students.

Christmas with the Comstocks
On Saturday, December 9, we will host the 2nd annual “Christmas with the Comstocks.” Between 4:00PM and 7:00PM, we’ll open the decorated home to our visitors to enjoy Christmas carols (5:00PM) and Christmas flutes (6:00PM), play Victorian parlor games, and sample cookies from Sarah Comstock’s own recipe. The event is casual, with no set program, so guests are free to come and go at their own leisure.

Admission is free for HCSCC/MNHS members, $9 for adults, $8 for seniors, and $7 for children and students.

Concordia Music in the Parlor
The Comstock House continues its growing collaboration with Concordia College Music with some cozy concerts this winter. The performers, both faculty and students, will be announced online via our eNewsletter and Facebook pages, but the music has always been and will continue to be fantastic.

Concerts begin at 7:00PM, but doors open at 6:00PM for light refreshments and tours. Seating is limited to 25, so we encourage you to reserve your seats for Thursday, January 11, and Thursday, February 8.

General admission is $5, but admission is free for HCSCC/MNHS members and college students.

Public Histories and Book Talks
In addition to our Drache Lectures, our efforts to better promote both local history and local historians will bring even more great programming to the house.

On Thursday, February 1, NDSU graduate student Emma Novak discusses her research on Harriet Tubman and on Wednesday, February 28, NDSU professor Dr. Ashley Baggett discusses and reads from her recent book, Intimate Partner Violence in New Orleans: Gender Race, and Reform, 1840-1900.

Each talk begins at 6:30PM. General admission is $5, but admission is free for HCSCC/MNHS members and college students. Light refreshments are included.
Want to Reserve Seats for HCSCC Events?
Perfect! Go to www.hcscconline.org and click on the ‘Events’ tab on the top drop menu. The ‘Event Registration’ option will bring you what you need. Of course, we’ll still reserve seats by phone or email (we love reservations).
To collect, preserve, interpret, and share the history and culture of Clay County, Minnesota.

Illuminating the Word
THE SAINT JOHN’S BIBLE

Illuminate Your Spirit This December